Existing electronic negotiation systems (ENSs) typically implement a single, fixed negotiation protocol, which restricts their use to negotiation problems that were anticipated and established a priori by the system designers. The single-protocol restriction limits ENSs' applicability in experiments and in many real-life negotiation situations. ENSs that allow for the use of different protocols also allow for the customization to users' needs and abilities. We present theoretical foundations for the design of flexible and highly customizable protocol-driven ENSs. Our design enables researchers and negotiators to map negotiation activities onto system components and to construct their own negotiation protocols by creating a sequence of layout programs invoking components and rules.
Introduction
The term e-negotiation systems (ENS) has been used to describe software that employs Internet technologies, is deployed on the World Wide Web, and capable of supporting, aiding or replacing one or more negotiators, mediators or facilitators [1] . A number of ENSS have been designed, implemented and applied to various negotiation problems. Some systems facilitate negotiation of documents and their joint preparation, e.g., contract negotiations [2] , others use email, chat and streaming video software [3, 4] . There are also systems that allow the negotiators to enter offers, which are subsequently sent to human experts who suggest agreements (e.g., http://electroniccourthouse.com). Some ENSs require the installation of a special client, such as SmartSettle (http://smartsettle.com), while other (hybrid) systems combine auction and negotiation elements, such as NegotiAuction [5] or, negotiation and workflow elements, such as GNP [6] . Several of these systems are currently investigated within the SSHRC project on e-negotiation (http://interneg.org/enegotiation). An overview of different ENSs can be found in Shim [7] and Neumann et al. [8] .
With two exceptions-SilkRoad [9] and INSS [10] -existing ENSS implement only one fixed negotiation protocol [11] . This restricts the use of ENSS to types of problems and interactions that were assumed and established a priori by their designers. This, in turn, imposes limitation on the behavioural research of the ENSS' use and their efficiency and efficacy, on the ENSS' applicability to support evolving negotiations, and those conducted by users who have different needs, cognitive abilities, and cultural and professional backgrounds.
Ongoing behavioural research in ENS focuses on (i) technology adoption by negotiators, and (ii) the impact of different systems on the negotiation process and negotiated outcomes [12, 13] . Both research directions utilize experimental and empirical methodologies. From this perspective (in particular in experimental studies of ENSS' use and adoption), the assessment of the impact of different system features on the process and outcomes of negotiations requires the use of systems, whose differences and similarities can be easily controlled by the researcher. From a negotiator's point of view, the limitation to a single fixed protocol restricts the use of a particular ENS to the supported class of negotiation problems, which may not include their problem at hand. If, on the other hand, ENS implement negotiation protocols, which apply to a large class of negotiation problems, i.e., are very general, they impose significant cognitive and informational demands on the users who need to make decisions about the selection of tools and features.
Users who use a system to negotiate need to concentrate on the problem and process, and make decision about the concessions rather than compare different tools and decide about system features. It is thus advantageous that: (1) a protocol be constructed for the negotiators based on their characteristics and the negotiation problem and context, or (2) the negotiators decide on a negotiation agenda, which sets a particular formal protocol.
The purpose of this paper is to present the theoretical foundations and discuss design and implementation issues of negotiation protocols. These protocols can be implemented in a software platform [14] and then used for construction of various ENSS. The remainder of this contribution is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews vital elements of a negotiation methodology. Section 3 introduces the theoretical foundations of negotiation protocols and their properties. The design and implementation issues of mapping negotiation activities to system components are discussed in Section 4, and Section 5 presents ongoing and future work.
Negotiation methodology
Negotiation methodology describes the methods, procedures, and techniques used to collect and analyze information used in negotiation, the process of communication, exchange of offers and concessions, and arrival at an agreement or deadlock. It is important that these methods and techniques match the negotiator's capabilities, complement each other, do not produce contradictory information and-when used-contribute to the negotiation effectiveness.
Negotiation process and activities
The use of a methodology has been advocated by negotiation experts, but this advice is often neglected in many face-to-face, email and unstructured negotiations. One of the important contributions of an ENS is to provide a methodology, which matches the negotiators' requirements and is appropriate to their problem. The use of a methodology in an ENS is also required for the tractability of the process and its ease of use.
For the purpose of this work, we consider only two key components of the negotiation methodology: (1) the negotiation process model, and (2) the negotiation protocol. The process model provides a framework for negotiations; it organizes the activities undertaken by negotiators by grouping them into negotiation phases and by assigning different activities to each phase. It serves as a starting point for the software design and draws its significance from imposing a methodologically sound approach to negotiators [15] .
The protocol is a formal model, often represented by a set of rules, which govern software processing, decision-making and communication tasks, and imposes restrictions on activities through the specification of permissible inputs and actions [16, 17] . Negotiation protocols are further discussed in the next section.
To our knowledge, there are no behavioural studies on e-negotiations and, therefore, no process model specific to e-negotiation has been developed. For the purpose of designing and implementing an ENS, we use a five-phase model based on Gulliver's eight-phase model [18] , which allows for the consideration of a wide range of negotiations, including those supported by ENSS.
Each negotiation phase has its own purpose and set of activities, which are concrete actions undertaken by each negotiator. The purpose of the different negotiation phases is to provide the participants with a framework and rationale for activities conducted in each phase. The consideration of phases helps to specify negotiation activities undertaken and the relationships among them. The phases' main activities are briefly described below.
Planning comprises activities that negotiators undertake individually and jointly. The negotiators formulate their representation of the negotiation problem including the specification of issues and options. In this phase, the negotiators specify their objectives and preferences, and such negotiationspecific constructs as the best alternative to the negotiated agreement and reservation levels. The joint activities in this phase include the selection of the negotiation location and time, and the communication modes the negotiators will use.
Agenda setting and field exploring include the negotiators' discussion about the negotiated issues and their meaning. The result of the discussion may be that new issues and options are added and/or some are deleted. The negotiators may also discuss the protocol they will follow, the timing of the exchanges, the deadline and-in some negotiations-their objectives, priorities and constraints. The result of these discussions is that the negotiators may have to revise the problem, objectives and preferences, and also their strategies and initial tactics.
Exchanging offers and arguments allows the parties to learn about the others' limitations, and to identify the key issues and critical areas of disagreement. During this phase, the parties realize the potential of a compromise and can assess its main features. The analysis of a negotiation may focus on the modification of strategies, the determination of concessions and revision of aspiration levels, and on the restriction of efficient solutions to those which may be acceptable to the parties.
Reaching an agreement means that the parties realize that the negotiation will be successful. Having identified the critical issues, the parties may develop joint proposals or soften their individual limitations. The parties may also identify a limited number of possible compromises.
The negotiation concludes when the negotiators reach an agreement. They evaluate this compromise and consider possible improvements. They may also discuss additional issues which, however, have no impact on the negotiations (e.g., about the agreement implementation).
The negotiation process model provides a framework, but it does not impose any restrictions on the negotiators concerning the sequencing of phases. In any given phase, the negotiators may revisit previous phases and then return to initial phase. Moreover, it often occurs in real-life negotiation that negotiators skip or ignore one or more phases. Although negotiation experts suggest that all phases should be considered, we leave this issue to the protocol designer as there may be specific situation, in which one or more phases should be bypassed.
Negotiation protocols and activity types
Any negotiation supported by an ENS requires that the software designers precisely define the activities and their sequence using a negotiation protocol [13, 16] . The negotiation protocol defines the activities that are permissible in every state of the negotiation, their sequence as well as input and output requirements. The key concepts used to define the activities and to specify their sequencing are presented in Figure 1 . Behavioural theory posits that activities depend on the negotiators' characteristics and the negotiation context (including power distribution, relationship and the relative importance of outcomes). These characteristics determine the negotiators' approaches, their strategies and tactics leading to the selection of specific activities from the negotiation phases.
Behavioural research cannot provide sufficiently precise insights regarding sequencing of activities within each negotiation phase. This is because of the number of possible combinations of the negotiator's characteristics, interdependencies between characteristics of the negotiators, dependence of the negotiators' behaviour on external factors (e.g., relationship with other stakeholders, competing decision problems and the consideration of future situations), and the complexity of the problem and process.
With the exception of well-defined and highly structured negotiations, such as those taking place in procurement of standardized goods, the negotiators cannot follow a strict set of rules defining the activity's sequence. The above mentioned complexities introduce the requirement for providing the negotiators with some degree of freedom in the selection of activities. During the process, the negotiators may wish to review the problem, modify their preferences, add or remove issues etc., which imposes the requirement of some activities to be optional and/or exchangeable for other activities. Also, the negotiators may be forced to undertake certain activities in order to move to the next activity. For example, they should learn about the negotiation problem, consider their own objectives and preferences and evaluate the counterpart's offer before making their own offers. To accommodate these requirements, we distinguish between mandatory activities and optional activities (see Figure 1 ).
Figure 1. Theory-and protocol-based activity specification
The distinction between mandatory and optional activities is necessarily context-dependent; the same activity may be mandatory in one situation and optional in another. For example, when the user enters the system for the first time, he is required to learn about the negotiation problem; at this time this activity is mandatory. When he logs in the second and subsequent times, learning about the problem should become not mandatory but an optional activity. It is the negotiation protocol that, based on the process model and the assumptions of the protocol designer, categorizes some activities as mandatory or as optional, and modifies this categorization as the negotiation progresses.
The assumptions underlying a specific protocol may reflect the negotiators characteristics (e.g., culture and profession), the type of negotiations (e.g., distributive, integrative, and mixed), and the complexity of the negotiation problem (e.g. one or more issues; constrained or unconstrained). In the research environment, these assumptions may also reflect the needs of the researcher studying the users' behaviour and the system's efficacy. Different negotiators and negotiation situations require that different protocols be used. The protocols may differ in the sequencing of the same set of activities. Conversely, the same set of activities may be (re-)used in the construction of many different protocols. Negotiation strategies and tactics also may require the use of different protocols. Moreover, different types of negotiations, e.g., single or multiple issues, and different roles of the negotiators, e.g., buyer or seller, require different protocols. Another need for different negotiation protocols derives from the requirements and demands that different stakeholders have regarding their use of an ENS. To meet the requirements of negotiators and researchers, it is essential to equip an ENS with the flexibility to carry out several different protocols and to provide the user or researcher with the possibility of designing new negotiation protocols.
Process model and negotiation states
The framework provided by the process model is implemented in the negotiation protocol, which is represented by a sequence of activities and rules imposed on the execution of the sequence. Additionally, the execution of a protocol depends on the context of a negotiation, or more precisely, on the current state of a negotiation a user is currently involved in and on the user's earlier actions in that negotiation. The process model reflects the progression of a negotiation as it tracks the completion of phases and activities. An example of the process model, and its phases and activities is given in Table 1 . We use these phases and activities to illustrate, in Section 3, formal protocol construction and manipulation. Table 1 ); however the reverse is not true: The system may be in a state that does not correspond to any negotiation activity. For instance, state AS involves agreement efficiency analysis and does not correspond to any activity. The difference between a negotiation activity and an ENS state is that the former describes a user action, while the latter denotes a user and/or a system action.
Negotiation protocols
Every ENS implements a negotiation protocol-even though some system designers do not specify the protocol explicitly-the protocol can be derived from the required and possible interactions between the negotiators and the system. It is sensible to formulate the negotiation protocol explicitly, because it specifies the users' interactions and thus the users need to determine if the system conforms to their requirements. In addition to the interaction transparency introduced by explicit protocols, it also allows for mapping protocols onto negotiation processes. Furthermore, it is also possible to assess the protocols' underlying assumptions and characteristics. Formulation of protocols should follow rules and procedures that correspond to negotiation methodologies.
Preliminaries and conditions
Following the distinction between mandatory and optional activities (see Figure 1) , we distinguish two types of ENS states: mandatory or optional.
Let: s start ∈ S be the first state of the protocol; and s end ∈ S be the last state of the protocol; it is the protocol termination state.
We assume that s 1 = s start and s N = s end .
Every state is associated with at most one mandatory state, which defines a partial protocol sequence, i.e. a sequence is a pair of two states:
where s i ∈ S; s j ∈ M; and |I| = N is the number of states.
Using the states given in Table 1 , we can formulate several sequences, including the following two sequences: NC → UC, UC → AC. State UC is mandatory for NC; the user can move to state AC only after completing activity associated with UC. Similarly, AC is mandatory for UC.
Optional states allow the user (or system) conducting activities within a sequence prior to moving to the next sequence.
where opt is the operator of state association and O i is the set of optional states associated with state s i .
Formula (2) A state may have a null state associated as mandatory state as long as the set of optional states is nonempty. The resulting sequence with a mandatory null state is denoted as:
where 0 is the null state. Similarly, a state may have a mandatory state with an empty set of optional states (O i = ∅):
Based upon these preliminaries, negotiation protocols are required to meet certain general conditions. Condition 1: If state s i has null mandatory state, then at least one optional states has to be associated with s i , i.e.,
Condition 1 is required in order for the user to be able to move from the state with which no mandatory state is associated to one or more optional states. Moves between optional states are not considered sequences.
Assume that set O i in (5) (2) or (3). This requirement is formulated in the following condition.
Condition 2: With every state s i , which has a null mandatory state, at least one optional state has to be associated, which is part of another sequence, that is:
This condition assures that the user can move from any state to either a state with which a mandatory state is associated or to the termination state s end . Condition 1 and 2 do not assure that every state can be accessed by the user; this is achieved if the following condition is met.
Condition 3: With the exception of the starting state (s start ), every state s i ∈ S is mandatory and/or optional, i.e.,
Condition 4: A mandatory state may appear only in one sequence of the protocol, i.e.,
The above four conditions define the required characteristics of every protocol. 
The list of sequences q(i,k) is:
List q(i,k) can be represented as a graph starting at state s i and ending at s i+k . Every state starting a sequence has a mandatory state which starts another sequence, with the exception of the last state s k . The sequences in the list may or may-not have associated with optional states (see Figure 2) .
Let:
J be the index set of lists of sequences; q(i j ,k j ) denotes the j-th list in the protocol;
} is the set of all lists of sequences of the type given by (6) in the protocol; Note that S i+ ∩ S i is not necessarily an empty set because some states may appear in more than one optional sets both preceding, including and following s i .
Definition 2: Negotiation protocol ℘ is the 5-tuple:
Protocol completeness
Protocol ℘ has a number of states; an obvious requirement is that these states can be visited, that is an activity corresponding to a state can be undertaken. This protocol characteristic is its completeness. 2. The ending state s i j +k j (j ∈ J) of each list of sequences q(i j ,k j ) is the first state in a sequence with a mandatory null state and its set of optional states is non-empty:
3. With the exception of the protocol starting state s start , every state s i j that begins list q(i j ,k j ) belongs to at least one set of optional states:
4. For every state which is associated with null mandatory state either:
5. The protocol termination state s end occurs only once in the protocol and S end+ \ S i = ∅.
Outline of the proof:
A. If s start occurs in several sequences or optional sets, then-according to the protocol ℘-the user can enter the protocol in each of these sequences or optional sets. Then there is no guarantee that all the states can be visited. An illustration of this situation is given in Figure 2 . An example of a complete protocol is given in Figure 2 . 13 states (including s start and s end ) are distinguished. There may be many other states that are included in the sets of optional states.
The protocol depicted in Figure 2 has Note that some optional states may never be visited by a user during the negotiation process. In the protocol depicted in Figure 2 
Protocol modifications
The discussion of different protocol states and their relationships given in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 does not take into account the dynamics of the negotiation process. We formulated Conditions 1-4 and Theorem 1, which specify protocol properties and, in particular, introduce the concept of a complete protocol. This is not to say that there may not be situations in which the protocol designer may want to violate one or more of these properties. One such example is the condition 5 given in Theorem 1 stating that termination state s end occurs only once in the protocol. For practical reasons this condition may be purposefully violated, so that the user has an option to terminate the negotiation at every state rather than be forced to follow the protocol until he reaches state s end .
The distinction between mandatory and optional states partially takes into account contextdependency; it only allows to access different optional states before moving to a mandatory state. Protocol ℘ defined with (7) may be used in highly structured protocols, which follow the rules implemented in ℘. The rules governing the moves between states are static; they do not depend on the states visited. A stronger requirement reflecting protocol context-dependency is to allow for the states' rearrangement during the negotiation. In many negotiations, the permissible states depend on states previously visited.
To illustrate this form of context-dependency consider the example given in Table 1 . At the beginning of the negotiation, the user is required to read the negotiation case (NC), construct utility function (UC), and assess alternatives displayed by the system (AC). While in state UC, the user may wish to read the case again. Hence we have the following two sequences.
If the user is in state UC and decides to read the case (select optional state NC), the part of the protocol given in (12) forces him to construct the utility function once again. This makes little sense; the user may wish to do this but state UC should not be mandatory anymore in the first sequence. This we can achieve through the following modification of (12):
Modification (13) replaces mandatory state UC with null state and makes it an optional state for NC.
In order to represent this and similar forms of protocol context-dependency, we need to consider the protocol instance, which is the protocol that at any given time of the negotiation specifies the accessible mandatory and optional states.
Let ℘ i be the instance of protocol ℘ in state s i (s i ∈ S) and
The states and sequences, which are elements of sets defining ℘ but which are not elements of ℘ i , are used in the modification of ℘ i . This modification may involve the introduction of new lists of sequences and breaking up existing lists in ℘ i . Similarly, a null state in a sequence may be replaced with a mandatory state. Therefore, in (14) sets P i and Q i are not subsets of, respectively, P and Q.
In ℘ i a state may be both mandatory and optional. To illustrate this we use the example (12)- (13). The modification of the first sequence in (12), (NC → UC opt 0) to the sequence given in (13) implies that we removed a mandatory state and added an optional state, i.e.:
That is, in ℘ i some states may be both potentially optional and mandatory, that is,
The dynamics of the negotiation process are reflected in context-dependent modifications of the negotiation protocol at run-time, which means that some mandatory states may became optional, some optional states may be added and others removed depending on the user and system actions. We allow for context-dependent system modification by introducing the following four operators:
1. rmv-ma removes the mandatory state s j ∈ M R from state s i ∈ S, when state s k ∈ S is visited; where
is the set of mandatory states that can be removed, when the user is in state s k :
the set of optional states that can be added to O i , when the user is in state s k .
add-op(k,i,j):
3. rmv-op removes an optional state, s j ∈ O i , from the set of optional states, O i , when state s k ∈ S is visited: 
Intervening states
The characteristic that distinguishes negotiations from individual decision making is exchange of information between the negotiators (e.g., offers, messages and offer acceptance). Information sent by one negotiator affects his counterpart's activities. Therefore, the system has to display this information at the earliest possible time and irrespectively of the state he wants to visit. The states which contain and process information sent by the counterpart are the intervening states.
In face-to-face negotiations, the negotiators may exchange messages even during the planning phase. The synchronous aspect of these negotiations causes that they rarely formulate offers before both sides are ready to negotiate.
Asynchronicity of negotiations conducted via an ENS causes that one party may learn about the problem and be ready to exchange offers and messages, while the other party does not yet know the negotiation problem. This may require that the user be moved from some states to an intervening state, but not from other states. For example, if the user is in state NC and his counterpart makes an offer, this offer should not be displayed to the user prior to his specification of preferences in state UC. We therefore associate with every intervening state a set of permissible states; these are the states from which the user can be moved to the intervening states.
The move to an intervening state is defined with:
where: s l * means that s l is active (e.g., the counterpart sent message); V (V ⊂ S) is the set of intervening states; V l (V l ⊂ S) is the permissible set for state s l ; and • → s l * means that the user selection of any state from the sequence (s i → s j opt O i ) moves him to s l * rather than to the selected state.
After an intervening state s l was activated (e.g., the counterpart made an offer) and the user was moved to this state, this state becomes inactive. Once the intervening state is activated for the first time it becomes optional for all its permissible states, i.e.,
Formula (17) allows users to review information sent earlier by their counterparts.
Design and implementation issues
ENSs, like other web-based systems, interact with their users through pages. A page provides information to the user (e.g., about the negotiation problem or an offer) and/or may require that the users enter information (e.g., determine problem issues or construct an offer). This requires the separation of every page into its components. A component is the basic building block of Invite; it comprises text, graph, form, header, links or footer.
Components are invoked by page composer programs. These programs set the page layout and position the input/output interface of the components on the page. Components are reusable; the same set of components can be invoked from different page composers. This is especially useful, if the page layout itself is the subject of experimental research (e.g., to study the positioning of components on a page on the negotiators' efficiency), but also for the internationalization of negotiations (e.g. in different languages and numeric systems).
Activities are concrete actions undertaken by the negotiator, while states are actions undertaken by the user or by the system. If an action for a given state is completed, the system transitions to another state (mandatory, optional or internal to the system). The state of the execution of an instance of a negotiation protocol corresponds to a page composer. From its current state, a negotiation protocol instance provides transitions to a set of next states, which are invoked through hyperlinks and/or buttons embedded in the page.
An example illustrating the relationship between user activities, page composers and components is given in Figure 2 . Component 1 produces output C1 and Component 2 requires the user's input; both correspond to Activity 1. A component may use data stored in databases and one or more external applications, e.g., for creating a graphic or calculating utility values. Not every component corresponds to an activity; Component 3 produces an output, which is not associated with any activity. Examples of such components are headers, footers or the information about the status and context of the negotiation. The component that is critical for the protocol instance implementation is the context-setting component; its output is present on every page as a set of links associated with the mandatory and optional states. This component provides the context-dependent association between the negotiation activities and the negotiation protocol.
This conceptualization of the negotiation framework reflects the model-view-controller (MVC) or mediator design pattern [19] , where a page composer corresponds to a view and a component reflects a model. Following the MVC paradigm, the controller governs the sequencing of page composers.
However, the conventional MVC pattern does not contain provisions for executing negotiation protocols as described in the previous paragraphs. Several extensions to the MVC pattern have been proposed in order to account for the application flow required for negotiation protocols, e.g. numerous workflow patterns [20] and the hierarchical MVC pattern [21] . It remains, however, unclear how to deploy those design patterns to web environments [22] . It is therefore necessary to design a "negotiation" controller, which executes instances of negotiation protocols.
The negotiation controller runs a protocol instance assigned to users' negotiations. The context, in which each instance of a negotiation runs, is the state in which the negotiators are at a given point in time and is defined by the activities undertaken so far. It selects and activates the appropriate page composer program according to a protocol instance. It is important to note that the negotiation controller has to be independent of the sets of components, page composers and rules. This enables to introduce into the system additional components, page composers and rules without changing the implementation of the negotiation controller. In effect this separation of the controller from other elements of the systems provides essential flexibility; the negotiation controller executes a protocol instance, without being "aware" of any internals specific to a component, page composer or rule. The available sets of components, page composers and the rules constrain the design of negotiation protocols and the execution of a protocol instance, but do not modify the controller itself. As a result, the negotiation controller is capable of executing different protocol instances of different protocols at the same time.
Summary and future work
A negotiation protocol is a generic specification of a sequence of page composers. Its instance is derived by assigning a protocol to a specific user, who participates in a specific negotiation. This approach allows for the construction of different ENSs based on the components and page composers implemented in a software platform. In this paper, we lay out theoretical foundations for negotiation protocols based on a negotiation methodology derived from behavioural research. The foundations facilitate the design and implementation of negotiation protocols and allow for the construction of ENSs based on these protocols. A negotiation controller allows the software platform to execute different negotiation protocols in different ENSs and thus simplify the use of e-negotiations in realworld and in research environments.
We are currently designing and implementing a software platform Invite, and are predominantly concerned with the design and implementation of a negotiation controller. Earlier research has shown that there are several ways to design and implement a negotiation controller [6] , e.g. by a rule-based expert system, by logic programming or by a database. For the purpose of Invite, we have chosen the database approach in order to avoid the additional complexity of a rule engine. More importantly, a database approach allows for building a controller that is simple and, as an inference engine, independent of the database content.
The construction of negotiation protocols may be a highly complex task. The theory in Section 3 will allow for the design of a software tool that supports protocol designer and automatically verifies, if the particular protocol meets the formulated conditions. Our future work includes the implementation of several bilateral negotiation protocols, the components and page composers which are used by these protocols, and a respective protocol designer support tool. We also plan to extend the Invite platform to multi-bilateral and multilateral e-negotiations.
